
CDARC REMOTELY-CONTROLLED STATION 
 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS – REMOTE CLIENT 
 
The CDARC Remotely-Controlled Station (RCS) is for use by members of CDARC who have 
received approval to operate the station. Before attempting to operate the RCS you will 
need to install the appropriate software. If you have not yet done this, please refer to the 
RCS Software Installation document & the confidential settings document sent separately. If 
you have any questions or encounter any difficulties, please e-mail:  rcsadmin@cdarc.org.uk 
 
The remote access to the CDARC remote HF station matches closely operating a FT950 
directly.  The full manual is available at 
 
https://www.yaesu.org.uk/app/download/2054128/FT-950+Operators+Manual.pdf 
 
OVERVIEW 
 

Remotely-Controlled Station  Remote Client 
Block Schematic Block Schematic 

  
 
 
The club’s FT950 has full CAT control attached to a small “server” running FT2000RC server 
software.  This PC also has audio interfaces to the rig’s microphone & headphone sockets.   
 
Access to the CDARC remote is controlled via a secure connection running on a raspberry Pi. 
 



The 13.8v supply to the FT950 is also controlled via the same raspberry Pi.  This is used to 
switch the power supply on & off, and if no control signal is received within 15 minutes will 
automatically cut the power.   
 
 
Process 
 
1 Check the remote access calendar & book yourself a slot. 
2 Run Putty session for connection to the Raspberry Pi. 
3 Turn on power supply to FT950. 
4 Switch on & use the FT950  - Enjoy using the remote. 
5 Turn off FT950 & power control. 
6 Exit Putty session by closing the putty window (otherwise other members remain locked 
out). 
 
  



1 Check the remote access calendar & book yourself a slot 
 
To avoid conflict / clashes, Please check the calendar (web address sent separately keep 
confidential to CDARC members). 
 
Book yourself a free slot  
 

 
 
 
Using the “who” slot for the detail will show immediately, whereas the “description” does 
not, your entry should then look like that below. (It is even possible to link this with your 
other “electronic” calendars.) 
 

 
 
 
 
  



2 Run Putty session for connection to the Raspberry Pi. 
 
Open the putty software (previously configured) & open the session.  This can be achieved 
by double clicking the saved session “ CDARC”. 
 

 
 
 
The very first time you connect you will get a message:  
 
 
 

 
 

Click Yes.  You will then see a login prompt.  

Your username & password (unique to each user) will be sent separately. 

Put in user name, hit return, the cursor does not move as you enter the password 
(capital & small sensitive) 

Once logged in, a 'message of the day' will be displayed. This will tell you what is 
connected to each Antenna – Antenna 2 is likely to be frequently adjusted. 



Leave this window open, then access and use the remote station software as per the 
“operating instructions”.  

(At end of session please log out - just close the “Putty” window.   

Please remember to log out so not to block other users.) 

 

3 Turn on the 13.8v power supply for the  FT950 
 
Open your web browser use URL  http://localhost   If the SSH connection is working 
properly to the raspberry Pi, this will bring up a self-explanatory power control page.  
Remember to click the green bar at least every 15 minutes otherwise the power to the 
FT950 will be cut.  The window can be adjusted in size to fit neatly next to the FT2000RC 
window, as below. 
 

 
 

 

  



4 Switch on & use the FT950 
 
Open FT2000RC software, and connect to the server. 
 

 
 
  



Turn the rig on. 
 

 
 
Until familiar with rig suggest have a session of receive and looking at the different features 
before transmitting. Beware MOX, VOX & function key F12 will activate the PTT and set 
the transmitter on. 
 
There are several ways to tune the rig, including using the mouse to rotate the main VFO 
dial 
See http://www.df3cb.com/ft2000rc/documentation/operating/tuning.php for other & 
better ways. 
 

 
 
When you are ready to try transmitting it is very important that the audio levels are set 
correctly.  Start with adjusting your computer sound card to mid-level.  If the dummy load is 
attached suggest you us this to check out audio levels as below. 
 
Select MOX (or F12) to activate the PTT.  Use the “meter” to observe the ALC. (Will adjust 
differently for processor on /off).  Speak normally and adjust the microphone gain of the Rig 
until a reasonable indication on the ALC & power meter is seen.  (The manual suggests 
talking the ALC up to the top of the marked section, but the remote does not respond quite 



as quickly so talking it up to about half way in the marked section is probably correct without 
over driving.)  
 
Click MOX again (or F12) to release the PTT.  Note the correct level of the microphone gain 
as this may be adjusted by other users; and may need adjusting with each session. 
 

 
 
The FT950 has an internal ATU, which can match an antenna.  The club will normally use a 
DX Commander Vertical, which currently works on 80m through to 6m (except 5Mhz -60m).  
It requires use of the internal ATU for 10Mhz-30m, and at the 80m band edges. 
 
The AM power level is usually set to 10watts, so may be used as a tuning indicator, to see if 
the ATU is needed. 
 

 
 
If the SWR is unacceptable (greater than 1.5 :1), then use the internal tuner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Turn on the internal tuner.   
 

 
 
Activate the “auto tuner”. 
 

 
 
You are now ready to operate.  Suggest first few sessions operate by answering a friendly 
station to ensure not over driving, and codex working, without too many “drop outs” see 
documentation re codex in DF3CB website. 
 
Once on the air you may wish to adjust the microphone frequency response.  It is easier to 
do with the remote software than with the menu settings in the actual rig. 
 
See http://www.df3cb.com/ft2000rc/documentation/operating/equalizer.php 
 
The “Parametric Microphone Equalizer” is found under Settings.  It adjusts the setting in the 
rig, so can only be adjusted when “connected”.  Note the correct settings for your 
microphone & recheck before each setting as your settings may be different to the previous 
operator. 
 



 

 
 
5 Turn off FT950 & power control. 
 
At end of session please turn off the Rig (Indicator on power button will go from red to 
white) 
Disconnect the remote software (click in same area as did the connection) 
Turn off “power switch” by clicking the red bar. 
 
This process is a clean way to turn off the rig and gives the next operator the best chance of 
success.  Just letting it “crash out” – as it will do if left on, may cause the server software to 
hang and the administrator may then need to reset. 
 
6 Exit Putty session (otherwise other members remain locked out). 
 
To do this, just close the “Putty Connection” window. 
 
TROUBLESHOOTING 
 
Experience has revealed the following: 
 
Re no power on transmit 
Depending on the microphone used, the audio recording levels set on your “client” PC may 
need to be set fairly high. 
Several members have missed the setting “send audio on MOX”, check your settings. 
 
Codex – only the suggested ones in the instructions seem to work.  The more “compressed” 
settings seem just to produce scrambled audio with the server being used. 



A reasonable PC is required, older PCs may struggle but try it and see.   
Occasionally the received audio goes quiet on returning to RX from Tx. This seems to be the 
audio client hanging.  Clicking the red square and cycle through the green triangle and back 
to the red square seems to sort quickly. 
Internet drop outs often seem associated with Wi-Fi connections, better to use a wired 
connection if this happens. Also see the DF3CB documentation re audio buffer settings 
 
If it all goes quiet and the rig not responding as expected, check that the 15minute power 
limit not been reached.  You can reset the power to get another 15minutes at any time, it is 
surprising how quickly 15minutes goes bye. 
 
 
 
 
Have fun – Richard G4AWP 
 
Any questions or problems please email rcsadmin@cdarc.org.uk 
 
 
 
 

 

 


